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Learning objectives

The course is based on environmental law that is involved in economy sector, and the framework of the legal
discipline of protection of the territory.

Student’s skills to understand environmental law at different level of government (international, european, national,
local) and to interpreted law also to application aim that have significant impact for the productive world, such as
sustainable development and the circular economy.

Contents

It will be studied follow arguments:

- juridical concept of environment according to the contributions by international and european law;

- juridical relevance of environmental for Italian Constitution;

- administrative organization of environment;

- means and institutes of environmental law; the differentiates disciplines into the Italian “Code of Environment”;

- economic instruments for the protection of the environment;

- circular economy.



Detailed program

- Juridical concept of “environment”

- Hints of international and European law about environment

- Environment into the Italian Constitution

- Administrative organization of environment

- The differentiate disciplines about pollution protection

- Legislation about protected areas and about landscape protection

- Means of Valuation and of environmental protection (VIA, VAS, etc.)

- Circular Economy

Prerequisites

Knowledge of fundamental elements on multilevel public law is required

Teaching methods

The presence at the lessons is stricly raccomanded, in accordance with the measures defined by the University for
the epidemiological emergency phase. It will be specific seminars with professionals to provide the different
themes.

Assessment methods

Attending students could take exams on the lessons arguments in accordance with measures for epidemiological
emergency phase.

Non attending students will take only the exam orally on textbooks.

Textbooks and Reading Materials

G. Rossi, diritto dell'ambiente, Giappichelli editore, ultima edizione disponibile.

At the beginning of the course students will receive further indications about the parts of the text they have to know
for the exam



Semester

Second semester

Teaching language

Italian

Sustainable Development Goals

AFFORDABLE AND CLEAN ENERGY | SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND COMMUNITIES | CLIMATE ACTION
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